Abstract. Traditionally, transportation smart card user needs to take cards with them. It could be inconvenience when user forgets to bring cards or card loss. As the development of intelligent device which communicates with smart phone using Bluetooth, it is possible to load application of smart card into intelligent device. By wearing intelligent device with smart card application, user does not need to bring smart with them. Our paper discusses the implement of smart card recharge based on the characteristic of Bluetooth communication and intelligence devices.
Introduction
As the development of electronic technique and the implement of "Golden Card project" in China, the applications of electronic currency based on different kind of card grow rapidly. The smart card system which is mainly used in the field of public transportation is a kind of these applications mentioned before. The number of public transportation smart card is huge, and it becomes larger and large especially in recent ten years. Taking GuangDong Province in China for example, the number of card exceeds fifty five million by December, 2016.
The offline consumption is the main consumption form of city transportation smart card. It takes about 0.3 second to complete a transaction of purchasing ticket. That caters the demand of quick pass the gate machine in public transportation. As the characteristic of offline system, smart card user needs to recharge before consumptions. The recharge means to use the card reader to add the balance which is stored in the smart card. One of the most important issues for city transportation smart card operator to consider is how to provide convenient recharge service to the large number of users who are distributed in different areas in the city [1] .
So far, there are mainly two methods of recharge, according to the characteristic of different terminals. The first way is fix branch recharge, including the artificial recharge which is complete by the staff of merchant in the branch, and the user self-service recharge. The other way is mobile devices recharge based on the smart phone with NFC (Near Field Communication) [2] .
NFC technology is a good choice for the application of transportation smart card [3] . As the development of NFC technology, more and more users choose the smart phone with NFC function. As the openness of NFC technology of iOS is less than Android operation system, there are some restrictions to develop or to use the NFC function. So for, except for Apply Pay, there are very few iOS applications using NFC function. It is difficult for transportation smart card operator and intelligent device manufacturer to implement transportation application in iOS device.
With many years development, Bluetooth communication has characteristic of stability, safety, low cost and high transmission rate [4] . Bluetooth communication has been implemented in intelligent device widely. Both Android and iOS, they open the interface of Bluetooth to developer and user, especially for the standard of Bluetooth 4.0. No matter for Android or for iOS, more and more devices communicate with intelligent device by Bluetooth [5] . It is possible for users to recharge smart card using intelligent device which communicates with smart phone by Bluetooth. Our paper will explain how to take advantage of Bluetooth communication of intelligent device to compose a smart card recharging system which provides convenient services to users.
System Structure
As shown in Figure 1 , there are several components in our purposed system, including intelligent device, smart phone, network recharging subsystem, and the core recharging system of transportation smart card. 
Intelligent Device
Intelligent device means the device which could be operated by smart phone and communicates with smart phone by Bluetooth. It includes not only wearable device such as wristband and wristwatch, but also intelligent smart card reader. The application of smart card has been loaded into the intelligent device. For device such as wristband and wristwatch, user only could recharge the card which is loaded into the device. But for device such as intelligent reader, user could recharge other cards.
Smart Phone
Nowadays, almost everyone has a smart phone and to recharge smart card by smart phone will be a convenient way for user [6] . Smart phone means the phone with Android or iOS operation system. User uses the application software installed in the smart phone to recharge. Smart phone transfers data through Bluetooth with intelligent devices and through wireless network with network recharging subsystem. In our purposed system, smart phone is considered as trustless terminal as it could be hacked. The key which is used to promise the transaction safety could not be saved in the smart phone. The safety of smart card transaction should not be promised by the card and the core recharging system of smart card operator. During the process of transaction, smart phone is only to exchange transaction data of card but not to make logic process. First, smart phone gets the APDU commands from network recharging subsystem through wireless network. Second, smart phone sends APDU commands to intelligent device by Bluetooth. Third, intelligent device get the response of APDU commands from the smart card application, and send the response to smart phone by Bluetooth. Fourth, smart phone packages the response data and sends to network recharging subsystem.
Network Recharging Subsystem
The network recharging subsystem is mainly to make business logic process of requests which are sent from smart phone. The business logics include the management of different merchants, the privilege control of interfaces, the management of third party payment, card account query and card recharge and so on. For merchant management, different merchants use different channel code and key to encrypt and to decrypt message. For recharge business, network recharging subsystem exchange data with core recharging system, transmitting, packing and parsing the APDU commands and the response of APDU commands from smart card.
Core Recharging System
The core recharging system is the core component to recharge transportation smart cards from different channels. It connects with the encryption equipment to manage the key of smart card.
According to the technology standard of card and the request from terminal, it packages APDU commands and responses to terminal.
Design Feature
Our purposed system is designed as platform which could be compatible with different kinds of intelligent device and could connect with different merchant channels. It has characteristics of platform-based designed, clear division of different components, and flexibility of access mode.
Platform-based
Considering the diversity of intelligent devices, different merchants and different third party pay channels, the purposed system is designed to be compatible with those components mentioned before. The platform-based design could help to fulfill this target. In our purposed system, the network recharging subsystem responses to interact with smart phone. On the other side, the interface between intelligent device and smart phone is managed by merchants. Smart card operator does not need to manage a large number of intelligent devices and it could concentrate on the management and development of the purposed platform.
The purposed system manages different merchants by different channel code and sign key. Every merchant use their own key to sign message and the safety of key is made sure by themselves. The purposed system verifies the signature of message by channel code and sign key. Once found the sign is incorrect, the system could not process the message further.
The capital source of card recharge could be diversity, including different third party pay channels and banks. The purposed system supports user to use different channels to pay. When adding a new capital source, the purposed system only needs to make some adaptation.
Clear Division
In our purposed system, merchants and smart card operator have different division of work. Merchant mainly concentrates on the management and interactions of intelligent devices and smart phone, on the development of smart phone application. On the other side, the smart card operator concentrates on the management of business logic services of interfaces, the clearing of capital from different capital sources. When user uses the smart phone application of merchants, the money will transfer to the account of smart card operator through the capital source. The clearing will be done by smart card operator instead of by merchants. That could reduce the development cost of accessing the purposed system for merchants.
Flexible Access
Our purposed system provides two different ways for merchants to access, including Software Development Kit (SDK) or access by server. Merchant could choose which way is more suitable for them. To use SDK provided by smart card operator, smart phone application of merchant interactions with network recharging subsystem through SDK. The application is response to pack and to unpack the message from server and to make interaction with intelligent device. In this way, the workload of development of merchant is less, it is benefit to quick development and implement. For another solution, merchants need to develop application server to interface with network recharging subsystem. The application of smart phone send message to application server and then transfer message to the network recharging subsystem. It is benefit for merchant to maintain the system as the system adjustment could be done by the application server instead of application of smart phone. But the work load of development will be larger.
Conclusion
Smart card recharging system based on external intelligent devices using Bluetooth communication could be implemented on different kind of intelligent devices, including the NFC devices. So far, some intelligent devices including wristband and wristwatch made by different merchants have accessed into the purpose system. In the future, more and more merchants and devices will join this system.
